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                                   ImagIne PutIn askIng erItrea’s IsaIas to 
send HIm a force to fIgHt agaInst ukraIne  

Kazakhstan’s Tokayev said no to a request to send a symbolic force to help Russia in Ukraine, but 
Eritrea’s Isaias Afeworki would happily do it if he were asked. No joke. Eritreans would not be sur-

prised if he did.  It has 
been quite easy for him to 
send to their death young 
Eritrean recruits to several 
regional conflicts in our 
region - to Congo, South 
Sudan, Somalia, Yemen, 
and repeatedly to Ethiopia, 
including to the ongoing 

war in Tigray that he masterminded.  Eritrea’s petty dictator, with very little care for Eritrean lives, 
would send some from his nowadays ragtag army of forced conscripts. But that is only if he were 
“honored” by a request from the big brother, his type in Moscow’s Kremlin. As expected, the sole 
television in Eritrea announced with noticeable joy the start of the invasion of Ukraine in the early 
hours of 24 February. Asmara’s Eri-TV used the exact words that one could read in Kremlin’s press 
statements. It called the invasion “a special operation” and copied Russian statement to list the rea-
sons for starting it. (The UN Human Rights Council is due to meet in Geneva on 1 March despite the 
opposing votes of five, shamefully including  Eritrea alongside Russia, China, Cuba and Venezuela.) 

Eritreans of course recall that when Ukraine’s Crimea was annexed in March 2014, an Eritrean dele-
gation consisting of its foreign minister Osman Saleh and the presidential adviser Yemane Ghe-
breab, was on a visit to Crimea in June 2014.During the same month, a delegation led by  Tesfay Mi-
nasse, Eritrea’s ambassador to Moscow, visited Abkhazia and South Ossetia, the two disputed re-
gions within Georgia that Russia occupied in 2008. The Asmara regime did not mind about the con-
sequences of a war of aggression and violation of an independent state’s sovereignty and territorial 
integrity. Sadly, that is today’s Eritrea in the unsafe hands of  an irresponsible dictator.  
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PatrIarcH antonIos: a revered natIonal 

martyr for freedom, and justIce In erItrea 
Eritrea’s top religious leader, His Holiness Patriarch Antonious, passed away in a solitary deten-
tion on 9 February 2022 at the age of 94. He died  after having languished for 16 years as a pris-
oner of the cruel one-man dictatorship in the country.  His only ‘sin’ was to defy orders of the Eri-
trean tyrant to put the Eritrean Orthodox Church under regime control. Among regime requests 

refused by the courageous Patriarch Abune 
Antonios was the excommunication of thou-
sands of erudite Church members, including 
university students and professors, who strove 
to introduce internal workings of the ancient 
church whose followers number well over 90% 

of the Christian population in Eritrea. 

Many church leaders around the globe mourned his death in detention and admired his long 
struggle for justice and truth. Many Eritreans in diaspora also called him a martyr of the struggle 
for justice and freedom in the country.  Mr. Rezene Tesfazion, a senior former Church leader 
now in exile, condemned the Asmara regime’s “leader off darkness” and commended the 

“unshakable faith and steadfastness” of His Holiness Abune Antonios, who shall be re-
membered as “a teacher of truth and endurance” for many generations to come. Mean-
while, the Eritrean Orthodox Church Dioceses in North America, Europe and the Middle East 19 
February celebrated the glorious life of the Church leader. At the occasion, they issued a joint 
statement in which they expressed continued loyalty to the Church  and that they shall stand op-
posed to regime appointees until the day that this ancient institution regains itself and appoints a 
legitimate successor to Martyr Patriarch Antonios. 

Patriarch Abune Antonios was born on July 12, 1927 at Himberti near the Eritrean capital of As-
mara. At age 5, he  was sent by his father to be educated at a monastery and had a long journey 
of spiritual until the end. The Patriarch’s remains were buried at Abune Andrias’ monastery he 
belonged to. 
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global yIakIl and erItrean PolItIcal forces   
urge un agency to Protect refugees In etHIoPIa 

In a joint statement addressed on 13 February, the Eritrean Political Forces (EPF) and the all-
inclusive Global Yiakil Movement of Eritreans in diaspora (GYME), urged the chief of the UN refu-
gee, Mr. Filippo Grandi, that “it is the responsibility of the UNHCR to exert its full power and guar-
antee the safety and wellbeing” of up to 150,000 Eritrean refugees in the war zones of Tigray and 
Afar in northern Ethiopia. 
 
The strongly-worded memorandum of the signatory forces that constitute the vast majority of Eri-

treans in exile, urged the UNHCR and the global humani-
tarian community to save the lives of so many refugees 
stranded in the said war zones. It listed a number of most 
urgent actions to be taken that include the creation of safe 
zones and humanitarian corridors to provide food and 
medicine to the refugees, expedite their resettlement in 
safer places and take measures to prevent further abduc-
tions and forced repatriation of refugees.  The EPF and 

the GYME have recently issued a joint memorandum of understanding to create a common plat-
form for joint work. 
 It has been reported that scores of Eritrean refugees had been killed in different parts of Tigray 
and Afar regions and many more died of hunger, thirst, childbirth and treatable medical conditions 
during the past two months alone at Mai Ayni, Adi Harush  camps in Tigray and Berhale and 
Asayta in the Afar region. The anti-people regime in Eritrea reportedly had access to these camps 
during the past 15 months.  

It is to be recalled that at the beginning of the war, in late November 2020 and the weeks following, 
Eritrean forces invaded the two more northerly camps of Hitsats and Shimelba when the UNHCR 

and other humanitarian organizations fled. Unknown number of refu-
gees was killed in the crossfire and the two camps destroyed by the 
Eritrean army. It was confirmed that the Eritrean forces also intention-
ally killed some of the refugees, and they forced thousands of others 
to return to Eritrea. The UNHCR is still unable to account for them. In 
Addis Ababa, agents of the Eritrean regime have been  hunting Eri-
trean refugees, kidnapped some to Eritrea and others were forced to 
return to the insecure refugee camps.  All these acts against refugees 
are atrocious violations of refugee rights but the UN system is doing 

very little to address them. In a telling article of 15 February on the situation of Eritrean refugees in 
Ethiopia, Mike Slotznick, Counsel for The America Team for Displaced Eritreans, reported as fol-
lows: The invasion, repatriation, punishment and destruction visited upon the Eritrean refugees in 
Ethiopia, as perpetrated by forces from the very country from which they had fled, are seen as le-
gally and morally extraordinary. Those events cemented the reputation of the Eritrean regime as 
one of the most vicious on the face of the earth. The events also established that the Ethiopian 
government, which had long protected the refugees, now would not or could not protect them from 
the Eritrean regime with which it had come to be allied since 2018; and thus that the refugees were 
simply not safe anywhere in Ethiopia.  But Eritrean forces were not the refugees’ only assailants. 
Although for many years they had felt tolerated and even welcomed by local Tigrayans in the 
neighborhoods of the camps there – they now felt Tigrayan wrath as well. Apparently seeking 
vengeance against even Eritrean refugees for the atrocities that Eritrean forces were committing 
across Tigray, from November 2020 through the spring of 2021 the refugees in the camps,         
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and those fleeing the camps, suffered episodic killings, rapes and looting at the hands of largely 
indeterminate Tigrayans.  As of January 2022, the combined population of Adi Harush and Mai 
Ayni was estimated at more than 25,000. But at that time reports emerged that the refugees there 
were suffering at the hands of both federal Ethiopian forces and Tigrayans. Tigrayan forces had 
retreated from Amhara and Afar regions and were now defending their home region.                             
Some refugees were killed and injured, including by way of a federal drone attack at Mai Ayni on 
January 5. Meanwhile, by virtue of the blockade, the camps were without protection and outside 
communication; and indeterminate Tigrayans resumed episodic vengeance attacks against the 
refugees, including by way of killings, rapes and looting. In addition, the camp residents were dying 
of hunger and thirst—as the UNHCR itself discovered, to its shock, upon returning to the camps 
after a three-week absence in January. Others were reduced to eating leaves to survive, and—
though a near-total absence of medicine and medical services-deaths were occurring from malaria 
and during childbirth. 

            afrIcan leaders and tHeIr meetIngs tHat lead nowHere 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unity, governance, peace and security have always been among the key agenda items of the sum-
mit meetings of the African Union and its predecessor, the OAU, that was founded way back in 
May 1963. The 35th summit held in Addis Ababa on 5-6 February ended with little promise to 
change things for the broad masses that long ago stopped expecting welcome surprises from their 
continental body. Sovereignty of member states hampering progress at the AU level; chain of coup 
d’etats by the military; terrorism and failure of the major countries to help Africa are among the 
usual lamentations listed at the end of every summit. Our Africa: not yet Uhuru na Umoja, not 
yet freedom and unity. 

afrIca yearns  for kwame nkrumaH’s vIsIon 
The South African journalist Martin Plaut and his Horn of Africa-focused Eritrea Hub, never fail to 
remind us, readers, as to what is wrong with our Horn and the rest of our continent.  For instance, 
in Eritrea Hub’s 18 February posting of a report from ISS, we learned that the African Union has 
failed for the three decades to put into use a Peace Fund of 231 million USD that the African Union 
established way back in 1993. Anyway, we all know that this is only tip of the iceberg of failures of 
our continental organization that was created in Addis Ababa in May 1963, an event that some of 
us can still remember. The very idea of an African union was in fact initiated by Ghana’s Kwame 
Nkrumah who in 1958 invited the leaders of the then 8 independent African countries to Accra to 
discuss about unity.  Five years late in May 1963, the number of independent states reached 32, 
and all the gathered leaders had the opportunity to address the gathering. Kwame Nkrumah was 
one of the fiery speakers.    
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In his address at that momentous day, 59 years ago this coming 25 of May, the Ghanaian leader 
said “We have already reached, the stage where we must unite or sink” The unity he was propos-
ing was the formation of Union Government that can act effectively. Alas, the unity that Nkrumah 
repeatedly insisted for never materialized, and the sinking continued to this day. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Just mainly for the benefit of young African readers, let us revisit a few excerpts from  Kwame 
Nkrumah’s long but enduring address to Africa six decades ago.  
 
“The social and economic development of Africa will come only within the political kingdom.. 
“Unless we establish African Unity now, we who are sitting here today, shall tomorrow be the vic-
tims and martyrs of neo-colonialism…Only a united Africa functioning under a Union Government 
can forcefully mobilize the material and moral resources of our separate countries… 
 
“Unite we must. Without necessarily sacrificing our sovereignties, big or small, we can, here now 
forge a political union based on Defence, Foreign Affairs and Diplomacy, and a common Citizen-
ship, an African currency, an African monetary zone, and an African Central Bank….We must unite 
in order to achieve the full liberation of our continent...  
“We will be mocking the hopes of our people if we show the slightest hesitation or delay by tackling 
realistically this question of African Unity. 
 
“Africans united in our resolve to remain here until we have agreed on the basic principles of a new 
compact of unity among ourselves which guarantees for us and future a new arrangement of conti-
nental government.” 
 
And at  the end of his very long speech, Kwame Nkhrumah tabled a unity proposal as follows: 
“As a first step, Your Excellences, a Declaration of Principles uniting and binding us together and 
to which we must all faithful and loyally adhere, and laying the foundations of unity should be set 
down. And there should also be a formal declaration that all the Independent African States here 
and now agree to the establishment of a Union of African States. 
“As a second and urgent step for the realization of the unification of Africa, an All-Africa Committee 
of Foreign Ministers be set up now, and that before we rise from this Conference a day should be 
fixed for them to meet. 
 
“This Committee should establish on behalf of the Heads of our Governments, a permanent body 
of officials and experts to work out a machinery for the Union Government of Africa. This body of 
officials and experts should be made up of two of the brains from each Independent African State. 
The various Charters of the existing groupings and other relevant document could also be submit-
ted to the officials and experts. A praesidium consisting of the Head of the Governments of the In-
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dependent African States should be called upon to meet and adopt a Constitution and other recom-
mendations that will launch the Union Government of Africa. 
 
“…The Committee of Foreign Ministers, officials and experts should be 
empowered to establish: 
1. A Commission to frame a Constitution for a Union Government of African States; 
2.  A Commission to work out a continent-wide plan for a unified or common economic and industrial 
programme for Africa; this plan should include proposals for setting up: • A Common Market for Af-
rica • An African currency • African Monetary Zone • African Central Bank, and • Continental Commu-
nications System; 
3. A Commission to draw up details for a Common Foreign Policy and Diplomacy; 
4. A Commission to produce plans for a Common System of Defence; 
A Commission to make proposals for Common African Citizenship. These 
Commissions will report to the Committee of Foreign Ministers who should, 
in turn, submit within six months of this Conference their recommendations 
to the Praesidium… 

 
“Your Excellences, with these steps, I submit, we shall be irrevocably 
committed to the road which will bring us to a Union Government of 
Africa.” 
The road that Kwame Nhrumah proposed for effective Union Government of 
Africa  was not followed. And we in Africa are where we are today. 
 

ePdP cc revIews war In n. etHIoPIa 
and revIsIts erItrean unIty efforts   

 
In an extraordinary meeting held during this reporting period, the Central Council of the Eritrean Peo-
ple’s Democratic Party (EPDP) revisited the slow but ongoing efforts of  pro-democracy Eritreans for 
unity of action and evaluated the consequences of the dangerous war in northern Ethiopia in which 
the irresponsible tyrant in Eritrea has been playing a key role. 

In this first emergency meeting of the current year held on 29 January, the EPDP leadership ex-
pressed deep concerns about worse consequences to Eritrea and the entire region if the war is left to 
drag on for long period. It regretted the huge loss of lives, including of so many Eritrean conscripts, 
and the wanton destruction of basic infrastructure and facilities in Tigray and the rest of northern 
Ethiopia. The EPDP believed that Eritrea is facing a national challenge and urged Eritreans in all 
walks of life to rise up with added vigor to put an end to the tyrant regime whose evil deeds at home 
are causing massive suffering to sisterly peoples across Eritrea’s borders. The Council even allo-
cated time to assess the situation in neighboring Sudan and called upon all concerned parties to 
adopt peaceful means that guarantee the interests of the fraternal Sudanese people. 

At the end of exhaustive discussions led by the EPDP Chairman, Tesfai Woldemichael (Degiga), the 
Central Council reached the following conclusions and decisions on the two major agenda items of 
the meeting and what the Party can do to address the thorny problems it evaluated. 

1. The repressive Eritrean regime, which exported to Ethiopia the heinous crimes it has been inflicting 
upon the Eritrean people, must always stand condemned for its illegal interferences in the affairs of a 
neighbor and its criminal acts of igniting war by sharpening the differences between the Tigray region 
and the Federal authorities in Ethiopia. The tyranny in Eritrea has done this in addition to its unpar-
donable crime of causing untold suffering and destruction in Tigray. The unholy alliance of the Eri-
trean dictator with the Ethiopian PM Dr. Abiy Ahmed against the people and regional government of 
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Tigray is irresponsible and extremely harmful to the future relations between the two peoples and 
has adverse implications to Eritrean sovereignty itself. As such, the EPDP Central Council con-
demns the unholy alliance with the strongest terms possible. Likewise, having learned that the Eri-
trean regime is extorting money from Eritreans with the false claim that Tigray is waging war of inva-
sion on Eritrea, the Central Council advised and warned Eritrean nationals not to be accomplices in 
the regime’s continued war efforts. It stated that it was the Eritrean people who so far paid the heavy 
price for the war of interference in non-Eritrean affairs and it is now time to our people to defy all ex-
cuses and stand opposed to the regime’s war efforts. The meeting also reminds the Eritrean people 
to direct to world actors their demands for accountability against all those who perpetrated war 
crimes so that the perpetrators can face justice after their participation is investigated by independ-
ent and neutral bodies. The Central Council is of the firm belief that the Eritrean people are them-
selves victims of their own regime that shall solely be accountable for all crimes it commits in the 
name of the Eritrean people who had nothing to do with the regime’s criminal acts. 
1. The EPDP is of the conviction that the war started in Tigray and extended to other parts of Ethio-
pia is basically political with differing constitutional interpretations and cannot be solved with contin-
ued armed hostilities. It thus supports the peace initiatives being raised by several actors and urged 
the warring sides to accept a peaceful settlement of their differences. The CC meeting also called on 
the international community to respond adequately to the basic humanitarian needs of the Tigrayans 
and other peoples affected by the war in the region. 
2. The most urgent action required is to release without any further delay the supplies of electric 
power, water, banking facilities, communication lines and others which were interrupted long ago by 

the ill-intentions of the 
aggressive forces. The 
meeting expressed 
deep sorrow over the 
suffering and death of 
many innocent Tigray 
people because of 
lack of food and medi-
cal care and asked ap-
propriate action by 

those concerned to prevent repeating such inhumane and brutal acts in Tigray and other Ethiopian 
regions. 
3. The CC meeting studied with deep sorrow and concern the criminal acts being perpetrated 
against Eritrean refugees and the aerial bombardments and related inhumane acts taken against 
displaced Tigrayans and once again called upon concerned bodies to investigate by independent 
bodies the criminal acts and grave violations against civilians and bring to accountability all their per-
petrators. 
4. Furthermore, the meeting reminded that prisoners of war must be treated according to interna-
tional conventions and laws and be considered innocent until their cases are reviewed by independ-
ent judicial bodies. 
The EPDP Central Council noted with measured satisfaction the approach towards finalization of the 
two-year coordination among sister political forces that are resolved to create a common umbrella. 
The Council insisted that joint work is not a choice but an obligation for Eritreans opposed to the re-
gime in Eritrea and appealed to all concerned Eritrean forces to redouble their efforts towards finaliz-
ing the noble objective of creating one working national umbrella. 
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kenyan dIPlomat’s message  
for afrIca and all natIons  

As the first piece on this issue of Liberty showed, the irresponsible petty dictator in Eritrea is fully 
supportive of the ongoing Russian invasion of Ukraine in violation of the so far existing norms in the 
world order. At the very starting hours of the invasion, the UN Security Council was meeting on the 
crisis and Kenya’s Ambassador Martin Kimani chose to speak for Eritrea and the rest of nations with 
great interest in the UN Charter and the principle of inviolability of states’ sovereignty and territorial 
integrity. 

The Kenyan Ambassador to the UN denounced any thought of reviving extinct empires of bygone 
centuries and  urged for the revitalization of multilateralism which is nowadays on its “deathbed.” 
Ambassador Martin Kimani was speaking for Africa’s 
post-colonial states and the rest of all world nations. 
Following are excerpts from his historic speech that 
deserves focused reading.  

“The territorial integrity and sovereignty of Ukraine 
stands breached. The Charter of the United Nations 
continues to wilt under the relentless assault of the 
powerful… In our considered view, this action and an-
nouncement breaches the territorial integrity of  
Ukraine…This situation echoes our history. Kenya 
and almost every African country was birthed by the 
ending of empire. Our borders were not of our own 
drawing. They were drawn in the distant colonial metropoles …with no regard for the ancient nations 
that they cleaved apart….Today, across the border of every single African country, live our country-
men with whom we share deep historical, cultural, and linguistic bonds. At independence, had we 
chosen to pursue states on the basis of ethnic, racial, or religious homogeneity, we would still be 
waging bloody wars these many decades later. 

“Instead, we agreed that we would settle for the borders that we inherited, but we would still pursue 
continental political, economic, and legal integration. Rather than form nations that looked ever 
backwards into history with a dangerous nostalgia, we chose to look forward to a greatness none of 
our many nations and peoples had ever known. We chose to follow the rules of the Organisation of 
African Unity and the United Nations charter, not because our borders satisfied us, but because we 
wanted something greater, forged in peace. 

“We believe that all states formed from empires that have collapsed or retreated have many peoples 
in them yearning for integration with peoples in neighboring states. This is normal and understand-
able. .. However, Kenya rejects such a yearning from being pursued by force. We must complete our 
recovery from the embers of dead empires in a way that does not plunge us back into new forms of 
domination and oppression...We rejected irredentism and expansionism on any basis, including ra-
cial, ethnic, religious, or cultural factors. We reject it again today.”   


